We present DASH (Deep Automated Supernova and Host classifier), a novel software package that automates the classification of the type, age, redshift, and host galaxy of supernova spectra. DASH makes use of a new approach which does not rely on iterative template matching techniques like all previous software, but instead classifies based on the learned features of each supernova type and age bin. It has achieved this by employing a deep convolutional neural network to train a matching algorithm. This approach has enabled DASH to be orders of magnitude faster than previous tools, being able to accurately classify hundreds or thousands of objects within seconds. We have tested its performance on the last four years of data from the ongoing Australian Dark Energy Survey (OzDES). The deep learning models were developed using TensorFlow, and were trained using over 4000 supernova templates taken from the CfA Supernova Program and the Berkeley SN Ia Program as used in SNID (Supernova Identification software, Blondin & Tonry (2007) ). The trained models are independent of the number of templates, which allows for DASH's unprecedented speed. We have developed both a graphical interface for easy visual classification and analysis of supernovae, and a Python library for the autonomous and quick classification of several supernova spectra. The speed, accuracy, user-friendliness, and versatility of DASH presents an advancement to existing spectral classification tools. We have made the code publicly available on GitHub and PyPI (pip install astrodash) to allow for further contributions and development. The package documentation is available at https://astrodash.readthedocs.io.
INTRODUCTION
Supernovae (SNe) have been pivotal to modern observational cosmology. The use of Type Ia supernovae (SNIa) as standard candles have provided some of the most compelling evidence for the discovery that the expansion of the universe is accelerating (Riess et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999; Schmidt et al. 1998) . However, the nature of dark energy and the value of many cosmological parameters are still under active consideration (Zhang et al. 2017; Muthukrishna & Parkinson 2016) . To this end, several large scale surveys including the Dark Energy Survey (DES) (Dark Energy Survey Collaboration et al. 2016) , the Supernova Legacy Survey (SNLS) (Astier et al. 2006) , and ESSENCE (Davis et al. 2007 ) have aimed to increase the total set of supernovae in order to gain a better understanding of dark energy. Moreover, in the near future, projects such as the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST, LSST Science Collaboration et al. 2009 ) will substantially increase the transient catalogue with the expectation to observe orders of magnitude more supernovae than ever before.
The field of observational astronomy has reached a new era of 'big data', where we are collecting more data than humans can possibly process and classify alone. Machine learning techniques have been a key driver in tackling these new large-scale problems and many successful attempts have been used to solve large data astronomy problems (Ball & Brunner 2010) . More recently, however, deep learning has gained a lot of popularity in the machine learning community for its accuracy, efficiency and flexibility. In particular, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have achieved remarkable results in a range of different applications including image and speech recognition challenges, outperforming previous approaches (e.g. Krizhevsky et al. (2012) ; Razavian et al. (2014) ; Szegedy et al. (2014) ). Only after the Galaxy Zoo Challenge (Lintott et al. 2008; Dieleman et al. 2015) , however, did it begin to gain a larger interest in the astronomy community (e.g. Cabrera-Vives et al. (2017) ; Aniyan & Thorat (2017) ).
While machine learning has been applied to photometric supernova classification (e.g. Möller et al. 2016; Lochner et al. 2016; Charnock & Moss 2017; Moss 2018; Narayan et al. 2018; Muthukrishna et al. 2019, in prep.) , few attempts at spectral classification of any kind have been made. While this project was being developed, a paper by Sasdelli et al. (2016) applied deep learning to supernova spectra: using it to explore the spectroscopic diversity in Type-Ia supernovae. Moreover, a recent thesis by Hála (2014) has applied a similar CNN approach to that described in this paper to the spectral classification of quasars, stars and galaxies. Supernovae are inherently more complicated, however, due to the fact that they vary with time and have degeneracies in their type, age and redshift, with often lower signal-to-noise caused by distortions from their host galaxy.
In fact, there are several factors that make supernova classification a challenging problem. While different types of supernovae are distinguished by the presence of particular absorption features in their spectra, the problem of spectral classification is made difficult by the fact that the spectrum changes depending on the number of days since maximum light it was observed at (defined as 'age' in this paper). Each spectrum also has distortions due to contamination from host galaxy light. Moreover, the redshift at which the supernova is observed impacts which spectral features are visible in the observed wavelength range, and also affects the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) which decreases with redshift. Extinction from interstellar dust further impacts the spectra. Subtracting the continuum from each spectrum can limit this issue by placing more emphasis on the spectral features instead of the colour information. Finally, issues with the telescope used to observe the spectrum such as dichroic jumps being caused by miscalibrations between the two spectral arms using different CCDs, and also telluric features from the earth's atmosphere are further problems that need to be accounted for when classifying spectra.
Prior Software
Due to these complications, existing supernova spectral classifiers are not able to automate the classification process. Currently, the process of classifying supernovae is very slow and labour-intensive, with the classification process for a single supernova taking up to a few hours with the incessant input of an experienced astronomer. Surveys like the Australian Dark Energy Survey (OzDES, Yuan et al. 2015a; Childress et al. 2017) are observing thousands of transient objects which need to be classified; and current methods make this an enormously time-consuming process. SNID (Blondin & Tonry 2007) and Superfit (Howell et al. 2005 ) are the two main spectral classifier software packages used to classify supernovae. SNID is a fast typing tool written in Fortran. It makes use of the cross-correlation algorithms of Tonry & Davis (1979) and has been effective in distinguishing SN subtypes at a range of redshifts. However, it's accuracy drops significantly when there is host-galaxy contamination or if the spectra has a low S/N. In such cases, Superfit acts as a better tool due to its ability to classify host-contaminated spectra, and account for extinction, and as such is the primary tool used by large surveys such as OzDES and SNLS. It's main downfall, however, is that it is often very slow and requires a lot of user-input to constrain priors on redshift, host, and supernova type. Superfit is written in IDL and makes use of a chi-squared minimisation approach to classify the spectra. It accounts for the supernova type, age, host galaxy and extinction in its minimisation equation, which enable it to be a very effective tool. However, given the thousands of transient objects that are being detected by the latest era of supernova surveys, a faster and more autonomous software is required.
DASH makes use of the techniques used in each of these previous tools. In particular, the spectra in DASH are processed in a very similar method to the log-wavelength templates developed by SNID (see section 2.3). Moreover, the rlap ranking system developed by Blondin & Tonry (2007) is available in DASH and is used as a test for misclassifications (along with the machine learning scores) in much the same way as SNID.
All previous spectral tools for classification and redshifting make use of the Tonry & Davis (1979) crosscorrelation technique (i.e. SNID, MARZ (Hinton et al. 2016) , AUTOZ (Baldry et al. 2014) , RUNZ) or a chi-squared minimisation approach (i.e. Superfit). However, using either of these techniques means that the total computation time increases linearly with the number of templates. Both SNID and Superfit can only compare an input spectrum with one template at a time, and their accuracy is highly reliant on their template set. DASH improves upon this by using the aggregate features of a particular class of supernova instead of comparing to a single template. DASH is able to learn from the features of all templates in a supernova class and classify on that, instead of comparing to just one template at a time like previous tools.
Overview
We have developed a new supernova spectral classification tool, DASH (Deep Automated Supernova and Host classifier), to quickly and accurately determine the type, age, redshift, and host galaxy of supernova spectra. We make use of a convolutional neural network which greatly improves upon many aspects of previous classification tools. In this paper we describe the datasets we have collated and the pre-processing techniques that are uniformly applied to the templates (section 2). In section 3, we describe the convolutional neural network architecture that we use. Section 4 outlines the four different models which have been trained and are available in the DASH release, before detailing the algorithms used to redshift and to warn the user against possible misclassifications. Appendix A outlines how to use the Python library and graphical interfaces, as well as detail the platform requirements and the code development. Finally, section 5 evaluates the performance of DASH on a validation set and the the recent OzDES data.
DATA
Supernovae are the result of either the core-collapse of massive stars or the thermonuclear disruption of carbonoxygen white dwarfs accreting matter from a binary companion. They are classified based on the presence of certain features in their optical spectrum taken near maximum light instead of their explosion mechanism. The presence or absence of Hydrogen, Silicon and Helium spectral features separate SNe into four broad types: Type-Ia (SNIa), Type-Ib (SNIb), Type-Ic (SNIc), and Type-II (SNII). Within each of these, several subtypes have been defined due to a range of peculiarities in their spectra. DASH makes use of 17 subtypes defined by Blondin & Tonry (2007) , Modjaz et al. (2016) , and Silverman et al. (2012) :
SNIb: Ib-norm, Ib-pec, Ib-n, IIb SNIc: Ic-norm, Ic-pec, Ic-broad
In order to train the model, it was important that we collected a wide range of templates encompassing each of these subtypes over a range of different ages. The quality of the classification model is highly dependent on the data that it was trained on, and hence, in this section we detail how the data was collected, outline the decisions made that led to the final dataset, and describe the systematic pre-processing techniques applied to the data before it was trained using a deep convolutional neural network (CNN).
Description
We collected labelled templates from three main repositories: the SNID database, the Berkeley Supernovae Ia Program (BSNIP), and the releases from Liu & Modjaz in 2014 
SNID Database
The latest version of the SNID database (Templates 2.0 1 ) has compiled 3716 spectra from 333 different supernovae obtained from 1979 to 2008 (Blondin & Tonry 2007; Blondin et al. 2012 ). These were collected from the SUSPECT public archive 2 , the CfA Supernova Archive 3 , and the CfA Supernova Program (Matheson et al. 2008; Blondin et al. 2012) . The collected set were selected to have a high signal-to-noise ratio and have been cleaned, de-redshifted, continuum-divided, smoothed and processed onto a log-wavelength scale by SNID in a process defined by Blondin & Tonry (2007) . The spectra were classed into 14 different subtypes: Ianorm, Ia-pec, Ia-91T, Ia-91bg, Ia-csm, Ib-norm, Ib-pec, IIb, Ic-norm, Ic-broad, IIP, II-pec, IIL, IIn. A detailed description of these subtypes can be found in Blondin & Tonry (2007) .
We removed the supernovae where the date of maximum light was unknown, and were left with a total of 3618 spectra from 317 different SNe. This distribution comprised of 2724 spectra from 283 SNIa, 223 spectra from 12 SNIb, 183 spectra from 11 SNIc, and 488 spectra from 11 SNII.
Liu & Modjaz
In 2014-2016, Yuqian Liu and Maryam Modjaz released a series of papers Liu et al. 2016; Liu & Modjaz 2014) which collected the largest set of stripped-envelope core-core collapse supernovae (SNIb and SNIc). The spectral database was downloaded from their GitHub repository 4 and contained 1045 spectra across 96 Type Ib and Ic SNe. Within this set, Liu & Modjaz (2014) corrected 14 SNe also included in the SNID Templates 2.0 release, which had incorrect type or age information. In addition, they introduced two new subtypes called Ib-n (defined in Pastorello et al. 2008) and Ic-pec to better account for variations in some spectra.
We again removed the supernovae where the date of maximum light was unknown, and were left with a total of 571 spectra from 57 SNe. The distribution comprised of 323 spectra from 27 SNIb, 248 spectra from 30 SNIc, and zero SNIa or SNII templates.
BSNIP
In 2012, Silverman et al. (2012) collated 1126 spectra from 277 supernovae as part of the Berkeley SN Ia Program (BSNIP) in the BSNIP v7.0 release 5 . Many of these were, however, also part of the SNID Templates 2.0 set and the Liu & Modjaz updates. After removing exact duplicates in the BSNIP v7.0 database and also removing spectra with an unknown date of maximum light, we were left with 604 spectra across 133 SNe. This reduced set had 29 new SNe and 114 SNe that were common to the previously discussed datasets but included spectra at different ages. The distribution comprised of 564 spectra from 131 SNIa, 40 spectra from 2 SNIc, and zero SNIb or SNII templates.
The BSNIP release also defined two new subtypes called Ia-02cx and Ia-99aa (defined in Silverman et al. 2012; Foley et al. 2013) . We discussed these subtypes with the author, Jeffrey Silverman, and he believed that Ia-99aa's are a subset of the Ia-91T type, and may not need their own category. Based on this discussion, and the fact that there were not enough Ia-99aa templates to train its own subtype, we reclassified the Ia-99aa templates as Ia-91T SNe.
While duplicate spectra between the datasets were removed, wherever there were discrepancies in the phase or subtype of a SN, we preferentially selected the Liu & Modjaz spectra as this dataset was released the latest and also purposefully corrected the SNID Templates 2.0 release. There were a total of six discrepancies in the subtypes of SNe from the BSNIP v7.0 and the SNID Templates 2.0 datasets. The subtypes from the BSNIP dataset were selected in favour of the Templates 2.0 dataset because BSNIP intentionally improved upon the SNID dataset. The following changes were made: sn2002cx, sn2005hk, sn2008A from Templates 2.0 were changed from Ia-pec to Ia-02cx subtypes; and the sn1995ac, sn2000cn, and sn2004aw from Templates 2.0 were changed to Ia-91T, Ia-91bg, and Ic-pec from the norm subtypes, respectively.
DASH template distribution
Combining the spectra from the SNID Templates 2.0 database, the Liu & Modjaz updates, and the BSNIP v7.0 release, and removing spectra with unknown ages, we were left with a total of 4831 unique spectra across 403 unique SNe. The distribution comprised of 3288 spectra from 312 SNIa, 550 spectra from 40 SNIb, 505 spectra from 40 SNIc, and 488 spectra from 11 SNII.
In general, supernovae that are observed several weeks before or after maximum light are usually very dim, and their spectra are mostly dominated by host galaxy light. As such, we only considered supernovae between the range of -20 days to +50 days since maximum light. After removing spectra outside this range, we were left with 3899 spectra from 403 SNe. In order to group the spectra into bins that can be trained on for the machine learning algorithm, we split the ages into 4-day intervals. As such, for each of the 17 supernova subtypes, there are 18 age bins, leading to a total of 306 different classes to separate all of the templates. The number of templates in each classification bin is illustrated in Table  1 . Table 1 illustrates two significant problems. Firstly, there are several bins with zero spectra in them, meaning that DASH (and previous tools such as Superfit and SNID) will never be able to classify a spectrum into this bin. There is no way to fix this problem other than to observe a wider range of supernovae. In fact, while the dataset has proven to be sufficient for effective classification (see section 5), it is expected that if a wider and deeper range of templates is added to the training set, the accuracy -particularly for low-S/N spectra -will improve.
Secondly, the rarity of some SN types, and the bias of cosmological surveys to preferentially observe Type-Ia supernovae near maximum-light over other types mean that there is a large imbalance in the dataset. In SNID and Superfit, this leads to a 'type attractor' (Blondin & Tonry 2007) , whereby low-S/N spectra will preferentially be classified as SNIa regardless of their actual type, simply because there are more SNIa templates to choose from. Moreover, while this is a large set of supernovae, in terms of standard machine learning problems, this is a relatively small dataset. In order to combat both of these issues, we have made use of an oversampling technique to greatly diminish the effect of these problems. The idea of oversampling is to repeat each template in lowly populated bins until all classification bins have the same number of templates. As an example, if a bin in the training set had 250 templates in it, we would repeat each of those templates 4 times; and if a bin had 5 templates, we repeat each of those templates 200 times; until all bins have an equal amount of 1000 templates. However, instead of simply repeating templates (which adds no information to a neural network), we perform three data augmentation techniques which can magnify the size of our training set by over 1000 times. The following data augmentation steps are used:
Adding noise:
The easiest thing to do is to simply add random amounts of Gaussian noise to each spectrum while oversampling. In our case, we add Gaussian noise with a mean of 10% and a varying sigma.
Adding host galaxy spectra: Second, so that we can also distinguish a supernova spectrum which is contaminated by its host galaxy, we also add on varying amounts of host galaxy spectra. For each spectrum in the initial training set, we add a host galaxy spectrum in varying proportions from 1% to 99%, and also make use of 11 different host types: E, S0, Sa, Sb, Sc, SB1, SB2, SB3, SB4, SB5, SB6 which are taken from the BSNIP and Superfit template databases.
Cropping:
We also crop each spectrum by varying amounts, such that instead of just training on an entire template, we train on different wavelength segments of each spectrum.
Redshifting:
Finally, for the unknown redshift models (see section 4.1) we redshift each spectrum by random amount from z = 0 to z = 1.
These processes increase the size of our training set considerably. Since we add on 11 different host galaxy spectra at over 10 different fractions, crop each spectrum at at least 4 different wavelength intervals, and add noise to each spectrum while oversampling by a minimum of 4 times (up to 1000 times depending on the number of templates in the bin), we effectively increase our training set by at least 11×10×10×4×4 = 1760 times the initial training set, but actually over around 100000 times the initial dataset size, given the amount of oversampling of lowly populated bins, and random redshifting during training.
In this data augmentation and oversampling process, we are enabling the neural network to find and train on the common features among the augmented spectra, allowing it to train only on the actual features that make up a spectrum instead of the noise, host light, or wavelength range of each spectrum. This significantly inhibits the imbalanced dataset problem, and allows the neural network to train on actual SN features of a particular classification bin rather than random distortions of a single spectrum.
Ultimately, this technique is very important and effective, but can't compete with actually having huge amounts of real observational data. In future, as more large scale surveys work to increase the transient catalogue, these CNN problems will be far more powerful than what can be made with current datasets.
Preprocessing
Arguably one of the most important aspects in an effective learning algorithm is the quality of the training set. As such, a lot of the software effort in this project has been in ensuring that the data has been processed in a systematic and uniform way before we train the matching algorithm. In this section, we outline the processing techniques used to prepare the training set and the input spectra.
Many of the previous classification and redshifting tools (including SNID (Blondin & Tonry 2007) , MARZ (Hinton et al. 2016) , and AUTOZ (Baldry et al. 2014) ) pre-process their spectra in a similar way before crosscorrelation and template-matching. These methods are loosely based on the algorithms discussed by Tonry & Davis (1979) . We implement a very similar processing technique to that used by Blondin & Tonry (2007) in SNID. Our processing algorithm is applied to both the training set and any input spectrum. It consists of the following steps:
Low pass median filtering:
The first step to processing is to apply a low-pass median filter to each spectrum in order to remove high-frequency noise and cosmic rays. We scale the amount of smoothing based on the average wavelength spacing of the spectrum, defined as λ density below:
where λ min and λ max are the minimum and maximum wavelength of the spectrum, and N is the number of points in the spectrum. We also define the wavelength density of the final templates after processing as:
The window size of the median filter is then defined as:
where smooth is the user-defined amount to scale the amount of filtering. Most of the templates used in the training set have been preprocessed and smoothed by SNID, and as such we do not add any further smoothing, and set the window size to 1. Input spectra in DASH have a default smoothing factor of smooth = 6, but can be altered by a user. An example of this filtering step is illustrated in Figure 1a .
De-redshifting:
The next stage involves de-redshifting the spectrum to its rest frame (illustrated in Figure 1b) . For input spectra, this is an optional stage depending on which redshift model is used (see section 4).
Log-wavelength binning:
In the third step, we bin the spectra onto a logwavelength scale with a fixed number of points (N w ) between w 0 and w 1 . These parameters can be changed by a user who wishes to re-train the CNN model. However, the default parameters are N w = 1024, w 0 = 3500Å, w 1 = 10000Å, which covers the optical spectral range at which most supernova events are observed at, and has enough points to recover both narrow and broad spectral features, while not including too many points to be computationally expensive. These parameters were further selected to match the default parameter values of the SNID templates, so that we could directly use these in our training set.
This step is important for a few reasons. Firstly, it ensures that each spectrum is a vector of exactly the same length and at the same wavelengths so that vectors from different spectra can be easily compared and trained on. Secondly, it is consistent with the SNID templates, and can make redshifting less computationally expensive (Blondin & Tonry 2007 ). However, perhaps most important, is that we can make use of CNN's natural position invariance (Duda et al. 2012 ) during classification. By using a log-wavelength scale, changes in redshift now become linear translations, and so, the CNN's natural affinity for being invariant to small linear translations can be employed to allow classifications to also be invariant to redshift.
The log-wavelength binning process follows the same method outlined in Blondin & Tonry (2007) ; some of the key steps are shown here. First, the log-wavelength axis, w log,n , is defined as: Figure 1 . The spectral pre-processing steps before training using the SNIa DES16C2ma spectrum as an example. (a) The blue line is the raw data spectrum, while the orange line shows the result after applying a low-pass median filter with a window size defined by equation 3 and a smoothing factor of 5. (b) The smoothed spectrum is then de-redshifted to its rest frame based on the redshift obtained from its host-lines from an external software. This step is not applied in DASH if the redshift-agnostic model is used. It is also binned into Nw points on a log-wavelength scale. (c) The de-redshifted and smoothed spectrum is then binned onto a log-wavelength scale as defined in equation 4 (blue line). A 13-point cubic spline interpolation is used to model the continuum (orange line) before it is divided from the binned spectra to remove any spectral colour information (green line). (d) The edge-discontinuities on the previous spectrum is smoothed with a cosine-taper (orange line). The flux is then normalized to values between 0 and 1 (green line).
where n is the index of each point in the vector, and runs from 0 to N w , and
is the size of a logarithmic wavelength bin. The binned wavelength can then be translated from the normal wavelength with the following relationship, binned wave = A ln w log,n + B
where A = N w / ln(w 1 /w 0 ) and B = −N w ln w 0 / ln(w 1 /w 0 ). Using this method, the input and template spectra were binned onto this scale. The binned spectrum is illustrated as the orange line in Figure 1b .
Continuum modelling with spline interpolation:
The fourth step in preparing the spectra involves dividing the continuum. For galaxy spectra, the continuum is well defined and is easily removed using a least-squares polynomial fit. In supernova spectra, however, the apparent continuum is illdefined due to the domination of bound-bound transitions in the total opacity (Pinto & Eastman 2001) . For this reason, a 13-point cubic spline interpolation is used to model the continuum. 13 points was considered to be sufficient to interpolate the spectrum. This is illustrated as the orange line on Figure 1c .
Continuum division:
This continuum is then divided from the spectrum (blue line). This step removes any spectral colour information (including flux miscalibrations), and enables the correlation to rely purely on the relative shape and strength of spectral features in each spectrum. It also has the advantage of diminishing the effect of extinction from the remaining spectra. According to Blondin & Tonry (2007) , the loss of colour information has very little impact on the redshift and age determination.
Apodising the edges:
While the discontinuities at each end of the spectrum are limited by the continuum division, further discontinuities are removed by apodizing the spectrum with a cosine bell in the final step of processing. This involves multiplying 5% of each end of the spectrum by a cosine, to remove sharp spikes. This is illustrated as the orange line in Figure 1d . Finally, the spectrum is renormalised to positive values between 0 and 1 (green line), so that it is ready for training in the CNN.
We then define two important properties for each processed data template for the supervised deep learning approach: its label and image data. The image data is composed of the 1024-point vector that corresponds to the pre-processed normalised flux-values. The labels correspond to one of the 306 different classification bins outlined in section 2.2. We represent these labels as 306-point one-hot vectors where each entry represents a different classification bin so that matrix multiplication can be more easily used when training. The labelled and preprocessed data is then passed into the deep learning model for training.
DEEP LEARNING
Deep learning is a branch of machine learning that has recently gained a lot of popularity for its success in a range of different applications including image, speech, and language recognition. The age of big data and advancements in computer hardware have enabled neural networks to be effective at solving these more complicated problems in reasonable amounts of time.
Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional neural networks are one of the most popular deep learning architectures, and have been very successful at benchmark image classification problems. We have employed this architecture by phrasing the spectral classification problem as a one-dimensional image classification problem, where fluxes correspond to pixel intensities. This enables us to use a very similar method to that which is used to solve the benchmark MNIST classification problem (Li Deng 2012). We have developed the CNN with TensorFlow's Python library due to its convenient high-level library which avoids lowlevel details. It makes use of a highly efficient C++ backend to do its computations (Abadi et al. 2016) .
In a deep neural network, each layer is in the form of a set of nodes or neurons which represent the data. In DASH, the first input layer is made up of 1024 neurons representing the fluxes of an input spectrum. Additional layers of neurons above the original input signal are built to ensure that each new layer captures a more abstract representation of the original input layer. Each new hidden layer identifies new features by forming non-linear combinations of the previous layer (Hinton & Salakhutdinov 2006; Cybenko 1989) . For example, the hidden layers in DASH represent abstract constructions of the input flux vector. The final output layer will then simply represent 306 different neurons corresponding to the 306 different classification bins of supernova types and ages.
The output,ŷ i , of each neuron in a neural network layer can be expressed as the weighted sum of the connections from the previous layer:
where x j are the different inputs to each neuron from the previous layer, W i,j are the weights of the corresponding inputs, b i is a bias that is added to allow some points in the vector to be more independent of the connections, j is an integer running from 1 to the number of connected neurons in a particular layer to sum over the connections from the previous layer, and i is an integer running from 1 to the number of neurons in the next layer. In the simple case, where we simply have a single layered dense neural network, x is simply the input flux, i runs from 1 to 1024 across the length of the input flux vector, and j runs from 1 to 306 across the number of classification bins. The weights and biases are free variables that are computed by TensorFlow during the training process.
In the final output layer, the values ofŷ represent the 'evidence' tallies for each classification bin. In order to be able to assign probabilities to each of the classification bins, we make use of a softmax regression model in the final layer. The softmax regression probabilities, y, are calculated by applying a softmax function on the evidence,
where the softmax activation function is defined as
This function generalises a logistic regression to the case where it can handle multiple classes. It effectively normalises the output layer of neurons so that the total probabilities of all classification bins sums to 1. These softmax probabilities are important in DASH as they are used to rank the best matching classification bins. It's important to note that these probabilities only provide the relative probability of a particular classification bin when compared to the other 306 different supernova types and ages.
Before the training process can begin, we need to specify a loss function which indicates how accurately the model's prediction matches the true class for each input spectrum. We define the loss function to be the cross entropy, H Y (y), between the actual classification bin, Y , and the model's prediction, y, as:
Here, Y is the label of the data which is made up of a 306-point one-hot vector with zeros in all entries except for one which has a 1 to indicate the true classification bin. On the other hand, y is a 306-point vector where the sum of all entries add to 1, and ideally for a good model, the entry with the highest probability would be the same bin as the entry with a 1 in Y . Hence, the cross-entropy measures how inefficient the predictions are compared to the truth. We minimise the cross-entropy using a common but sophisticated gradient descent optimiser called the Adam optimiser (Kingma & Ba 2014) . We feed in our training set defined in section 2 in small batches and train the neural network such that the values for the weights and biases in each layer are computed to optimise the model. Overall, the neural network model consists of six different layers: including two convolutional layers with two max-pooling layers between them, one fully connected layer, and a readout layer before the softmax regression as illustrated in Figure 2 . Each convolutional and fully-connected layer have weights and biases which are initialised with a small amount of noise to avoid symmetry-breaking and zero-gradients, and a small positive bias to avoid 'dead neurons', respectively. These layers use Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) (Nair & Hinton 2010) as the activation function for each of the neurons in the layers. The max-pooling layers basically just sub-sample the input flux in a non-linear fashion so as to reduce the computational complexity (Boureau et al. 2010; Aniyan & Thorat 2017) . Following the fully connected layer, we implement dropout regularisation to reduce over-fitting during training. Effectively, this means that the neurons which have very small weight values, and hence do not strongly interact with other neurons, are discarded from the network iteratively during training. Figure 2 . A visual representation of the multilayer convolutional neural network used in DASH. The 1024-point input flux, which has been processed following the method outlined in Figure 1 , is reshaped into a 32 × 32 grid. The first convolutional layer computes 32 features for each 5 × 5 patch on the input. These 32 images are then sub-sampled using a standard max-pooling layer over 2 × 2 patches of each image, reducing the images sizes to 16 × 16. A second layer of convolution with 64 features for each 5 × 5 patch is applied to the previous layer before a 2 × 2 max-pooling layer is used to sub-sample the image size down to 8 × 8. The 64 images representing a 64 × 8 × 8 tensor are then flattened down to a 4096-point vector. A fully connected layer with 1024 neurons to allow processing on the entire image is added. Similar to the convolutional layers, weights and biases are computed before a readout and softmax regression layer are added to identify the best matching classifications of the model. This final layer is a 306-point vector, with a score for each supernova type and age bin. Three example classification bins have been listed on the right. before training. This enables the trained model to learn the features of spectra independent of their redshift, and hence be able to identify the classification bin regardless of whether the input spectrum is in its rest frame.
Once the best matching classification bins have been identified, we determine the redshift of each of the top ranking classification bins by making use of a crosscorrelation technique with the input and the templates from the classification bin. This redshifting method is described in section 4.2.
The SN+host classification models are designed with nearly the same architecture as the SN only models, respectively. However, instead of just classifying into the 306 classification bins made up of supernova type and age, we add an extra dimension with 11 host galaxies, making a total of (11 × 306) 3366 classification bins. In each of these bins we add varying proportions of a particular host galaxy spectrum. The 11 host galaxy templates we used are taken from the SNID and BSNIP template databases and follow the Hubble diagram naming convention, listed as follows: E, S0, Sa, Sb, Sc, SB1, SB2, SB3, SB4, SB5, SB6. The CNN then trains based on the presence of a combined supernova and host galaxy.
Redshifting Methods
In the second and fourth models, we iteratively redshift each template in the training set by varying amounts between z = 0 to z = 1 before it is trained with the the neural network, hence enabling the model to learn features and classify spectra irrespective of redshift. The log-wavelength scale means that redshifts are now linear translations, and hence, help us to employ the CNN's natural position invariance (Duda et al. 2012 ). Once the model has determined a best matching classification bin, we calculate the redshift using a very similar cross-correlation technique to that used in SNID as defined by Blondin & Tonry (2007) and Tonry & Davis (1979) . The preprocessed input spectrum, s(n), is cross-correlated ( ) with each template, t(n), in the classification bin as follows:
where n represents the log wavelength indexes, c(n) is the cross correlation function, S(k) and T (k) represent the fast Fourier transform of the input spectrum and a template spectrum, respectively, and F is the fast Fourier transform function which enables us to calculate the cross-correlation. An example cross-correlation function of the spectrum used in Figure 1 and a template spectrum is illustrated in Figure 3 . Since the spectra have been processed onto a log wavelength scale defined in section 2.3, the position of the peak cross-correlation score enables the redshift to be computed as
where dw log was defined in equation 5 and δ is the index value of the peak cross-correlation score in the range −N w /2 < δ < N w /2. We calculate the redshift from the cross-correlation of the input spectrum with each template spectrum in a particular classification bin, and take the median value of all the redshifts. The error in the calculated redshift is determined by simply calculating the standard deviation of the redshifts in a particular classification bin. 
False Positive Rejection
As outlined in section 3.1, the ranking system used by DASH only provides a relative measure of how closely an input spectrum matches a particular classification bin compared to all other classification bins. If an input spectrum happens to be a weird spectrum, then this ranking system will still choose the closest match, which may lead to false-positive classifications. To account for such cases, we have made use of two independent measures to flag potential misclassifications. The first rejection test makes use of a similar measure to that used in SNID called the rlap score, and the second test compares the top ranking DASH classifications to ascertain whether the matches are consistent with each other. This provides two independent warnings to a user: a 'low rlap warning', and an 'inconsistent classification warning'. These are seen as a 'reliability' label in the DASH interface, which act to inform a user that the automatic classifications requires closer human inspection.
Low rlap Warning
In SNID, the rlap scores act as the primary method of comparing an input spectrum to each of the template spectra: the template with the highest rlap score is considered the best matching template. Tonry & Davis (1979) first introduced the crosscorrelation height-noise ratio, r, to quantify the significance of a cross-correlation peak. It is defined as:
where h is the height of the cross-correlation shown in Figure 3 , and √ 2σ a is the rms of the antisymmetric component of c(n). The antisymmetric component is calculated by assuming that c(n) is the sum of an auto-correlation of the template spectrum, t(n) with its shifted spectrum t(n − δ) and a random function, a(n) that distorts the correlation peak (Tonry & Davis 1979) :
The autocorrelation term will give a peak correlation at the exact redshift given by the shift, δ, in logarithmic wavelength units, and will be symmetrical about n = δ.
Assuming that the symmetric and antisymmetric part of a(n) have approximately the same amplitude and are uncorrelated, the rms of a(n) is √ 2 times the rms of its antisymmetric component (Blondin & Tonry 2007) .
While the r score alone is a sufficient measure of the similarity of two spectra if both the template and input spectra cover a wide wavelength range, it provides a poor measure if the two spectra do not significantly overlap each other in their rest frame. This overlap can be quantified as
where w a and w b are the maximum and minimum wavelengths at which both spectra overlap each other, respectively. Combining the two scores in the product rlap = r × lap provides a measurement of the similarity between two spectra. After cross-correlating an input spectrum with each template in the best matching classification bin, we calculate the average value from each of these rlap scores. If the average rlap score is small (defined as rlap < 6), then we output a low reliability flag to the user to act as a warning that the automatic classification may not be accurate. This enables a user to more closely inspect the spectra with a low rlap warning. We note that the rlap scores used in DASH cannot be directly compared with the scores used in SNID.
Inconsistent Classification Warning
The second measure of warning a user about a potential misclassification is to compare the top ranking classifications provided by DASH. If the top matches are not in neighbouring classification bins, such that the broad supernova type, or the supernova age are distinctly different from each other in the top few matches, then we list the classification with a warning label. More specifically, we check that the top two matches are the same broad supernova type, and also check if the age bins of the top matches are neighbouring each other (i.e. an example of neighbouring bins would be '2 to 6 days' and '6 to 10 days'). If either of these checks fail, then we output a warning to signify that there may be a misclassification.
On the other hand, if the top matching classifications are in agreement, such that they represent the same type of supernova and neighbouring age bins, then we can actually combine the softmax probabilities together to provide a higher level of certainty on the classification. For example, in Figure 5 , we can combine the top few classifications as they are in neighbouring bins, and output the combined probability, as is illustrated in the top right of the figure.
PERFORMANCE
In this section we detail the performance of the main Model 1 (see section 4.1) released in DASH. The matching algorithms are first tested against the validation set from our template database, and then it is tested against recent data taken from the last 3 years of ATels (Astronomical Telegrams) released by OzDES (Tucker et al. 2015; Bassett et al. 2015; Lewis et al. 2015; Smith et al. 2015; Davis et al. 2015; Glazebrook et al. 2015; Pan et al. 2015; Yuan et al. 2015b; Moller et al. 2016; Sommer et al. 2016; King et al. 2016; O'Neill et al. 2016a,b; Mudd et al. 2016; Hoormann et al. 2016; Sharp et al. 2017; Muthukrishna et al. 2017; Calcino et al. 2018a,b; Macaulay et al. 2018 ).
Validation Set
From the total number of templates described in section 2.1, initially 80% was used for training the deep learning algorithm, and 20% was left for evaluating the matching performance. Once we were confident that the algorithm was effective, we retrained it using 100% of the data before testing its performance on the OzDES ATels.
The normalised confusion matrix illustrating the classification performance on the validation set is illustrated in Figure 4 .
The predicted classes are mostly consistent with the true classes, with most misclassifications occurring within the same broad supernova type. For example, the Ia-91T misclassifications were all Ia-norm supernovae and all Ib-pec SNe were misclassified as IIb's. Similarly, there were some SNIb and SNIc misclassifications.
OzDES ATels
To give an indication of how DASH will perform on noisy host-contaminated spectra from large surveys based on fibre optics instead of just long-slit spectroscopy, we collected spectra that have been identified in all OzDES ATels from 2015 to 2017 years, and have compared whether DASH matches these classifications. This is listed in Table 2 . In the OzDES ATELs, objects are often not classified as precisely as DASH, whereby the age of the supernova is not well constrained, and the supernova may be listed with just a broad type without a specific subtype, and may also often be listed with a trailing question mark to indicate that the classifiers were not confident on the classification. Moreover, it should be noted that these classifications were obtained by using data from not just the spectra, but by also making use of the light curve information. To this end, the classifications were completed by two or three experienced astronomers with the help of Superfit and SNID, but were not autonomously classified like the DASH classifications.
DASH is able to provide a much more specific classification with the age and subtype constrained with useful probabilities to indicate the confidence of the fit. As a caveat, we note that objects flagged as Reliable should be considered strong classifications even if they have low probabilities because we can sum the probabilities of the next few similar classifications (see section 4.3.2).
Furthermore, the speed of classification of DASH is significantly better than previous classification tools. Whereby, we were able to autonomously classify all 212 spectra in under 20 seconds, as opposed to the several days to weeks taken to originally classify the objects.
DASH was able to classify the entire set of OzDES spectra completely autonomously without any human visual inspection. It was correct in 94.3% of spectra, correctly classifying 200 out of the 212 supernovae. All but two of the misclassifications were either flagged by the False Positive Rejection scheme as Unreliable (indicating that the classification should be further checked by a human) or were classified as a 'Ic-broad'. In general, we consider that classifications into the Ic-broad class are usually highly host-contaminated spectra, and are not usually actually Ic-broad type SNe. The other two misclassfiications were both typed as 'SNIa?', indicating that the ATel classifications were uncertain. This ultimately enables astronomers to only need to look at a very small subset of the entire testing set, with most spectra being classified autonomously.
Comparison to previous software
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Unlike any other similar software, DASH does not iteratively search though and compare an input spectrum to each template spectrum. Instead, it learns from the aggregate set of supernovae in a particular classification bin, and trains on the specific features that make up a supernova type using a convolutional neural network. The advantage of this is that a classification is always made based on the entire set of templates within a particular classification bin, rather than a single spectrum. This reduces the impact of templates with incorrect classifications or unrepresentative spectra.
Finally, we have made the installation and usage very simple. It can be installed without having to worry about dependencies by making use of the Python Packaging Index. It also enables the simple classification of hundreds of spectra with just two lines of code (see section A.3).
Nonetheless, software like Superfit and SNID still provide independent classification measures, and used in conjunction with DASH, a robust classification scheme can be achieved.
CONCLUSION
We have developed a novel classification tool by using a contemporary convolutional neural network with advanced machine learning techniques. We have diverged from all similar tools which employ either a crosscorrelation or chi-squared template matching algorithm. By doing so, we have improved upon previous work to enable DASH to be orders of magnitude faster than previous tools, autonomous, more accurate and precise in its classification, and much easier to install and use.
We have collated 4831 supernova templates from the CfA Supernova Program, BSNIP, and the strippedenvelope collection from Liu and Modjaz. While this is an expansive set, as future surveys increase the supernova catalogue, we can increase the size of our training set to retrain and improve the performance of DASH even further. A systematic preprocessing algorithm, and data augmentation techniques have enabled us to train a robust learning algorithm. The training of four independent models has further allowed us to classify not only the supernova type and age, but also its host galaxy and redshift.
In a beta version of the DASH release, we have included extra Superluminous Supernova (SLSN) classes as a new classification type, and plan to release this in an upcoming version.
Moreover, while we have primarily developed this tool for supernova classification, there is no significant reason why this approach can't be extended to other types of spectra: from different types of stars, galaxies, or AGN in the future.
We have publicly released the software with a graphical interface and a python library available on pip and GitHub, and it has already been used in several published supernova classifications. Ultimately, the speed, accuracy, user-friendliness and versatility of DASH presents an advancement to existing spectral classification tools. As such, DASH is a viable alternative or complementary spectral classifier for the transient community. DASH is intended to be an easy to use supernova classification tool. It has the functionality to quickly classify a single spectrum, but its main advantage over existing tools lies in its ability to automatically classify hundreds or thousands of objects in just a few seconds. As such, it is intended to be used for large scale transient surveys, and is currently being used in the Australian sector of the Dark Energy Survey (OzDES).
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A.1. Platform
We developed DASH (Deep Automatic Supernova and Host classifier) as an offline, cross-platform and standalone program based in Python. It has been tested to effectively run on most Mac, Linux and Windows distributions, with stringent testing on Mac Sierra and Ubuntu. We have ensured that the installation process is extremely simple, and does not require the messiness of worrying about installing dependencies. The easiest way to install DASH is to run pip install astrodash --upgrade in the command line, which will automatically install nearly every dependency. This simplicity in installation, and the fact that it uses Python, which is currently the most popular programming language among astronomers (Momcheva & Tollerud 2015) , is a huge advantage compared to previous supernova classification tools.
There are six Python based dependencies used in DASH, which are all automatically updated and installed with pip. We make significant use of Google Brain's new TensorFlow Python library (Abadi et al. 2016) 
A.2. Interfaces
Two different interfaces are available in the DASH package: a graphical interface and a Python library. We detail these in the following subsections.
A.2.1. Graphical User Interface
The graphical interface enables users to visually inspect the DASH classifications while being able to tune various parameters. It has been designed to be user-friendly, intuitive, and to contain minimal clutter as illustrated in the example screenshot in Figure 5 . More detailed instructions on the usage have been provided in the online documentation, but we briefly outline the main components in the following.
On the left panel under the Priors header, the user can make a series of selections which alter the spectrum that is passed into the classification algorithm. The first selection enables the user to choose from one of the four models listed in section 4.1 by selecting a combination of the two check boxes. Next, if the user wishes to avoid bad parts of the spectrum caused by excessive noise, dichroic jumps or otherwise, the wavelength range of the input spectrum can be changed. In the case of very noisy spectra, a smoothing option, which applies a low-pass median filter at varying window sizes (as defined in equation 3), has also been provided. Finally, as well as the softmax probabilities used as a ranking system in DASH, users who are familiar with SNID may also choose to display rlap values which can act as a second measure of the quality of each classification (see section 4.3.1). As cross-correlations are relatively slow, checking this box will significantly increase the total classification time. The listed rlap scores are calculated by averaging the scores from the cross correlation of the input spectrum with each template spectrum in a particular classification bin.
Once, the priors have been chosen, and the best matching classifications have been filled, the right section of the interface will update to include a few important sections. On the bottom panel, we make use of PyQtgraph to plot the preprocessed input spectrum against different template spectra. Above this, we also plot the cross-correlation function against redshift for each template similarly to Figure 3 . Under the Best Matches header, the top ranking classification bins are shown with columns for the type, age, host galaxy, softmax probability, redshift, and rlap score. Depending on the Priors selections and the chosen model, only some of these headers will be displayed. On the top right, the best Figure 5 . DASH graphical interface. An example classification of the OzDES DES16C2ma spectrum (as also illustrated in Figure 1 ) is shown. Using the agnostic redshift model, the software predicts that the input spectrum is a Ia-91T supernova at 18 to 22 days past maximum with a 55.6% softmax regression confidence. The input spectrum is plotted in the bottom panel (green) against one of the example template spectra in the training set (red). The cross correlation is plotted in the smaller graph, with the predicted redshift being z = 0.24. The probabilities of the top six classifications can be combined, because they are all consistent with each other, to give a combined softmax regression confidence of 99.92% that the supernova is a SNIa between 10 to 26 days past maximum. Both the rlap and reliable matches flags (see section 4.3 have passed and are written in green text to indicate that DASH is confident about the classification. matching classification will be listed by combining the top ranked classifications (as detailed in section 4.3.2). A flag indicating whether the match should be considered reliable or not is also shown based on the false positive rejections tests outlined in section 4.3. Under the Analyse selection header, a user can choose to plot a different template bin, by selecting the type, age, and host of a supernova. Clicking the arrows will switch between the different templates in a particular classification bin. Finally, the user also has the option to change the fraction of host galaxy light displayed in the template spectrum and the redshift of the input to visualise how this affects the spectral features. By default, a template from the best matching classification bin is plotted first.
A.3. Python Library
A Python library has also been developed so that several classifications can be made autonomously without the requirement of visual inspection. Classification of multiple spectra is very simple, requiring only a couple of lines of code: import astrodash classify = astrodash.Classify(filenames, redshifts) print(classify.list_best_matches()) astrodash.plot_with_gui(indexToPlot=0)
The only inputs required are a list of filenames containing the spectra which are to be classified, and an optional list of corresponding known redshifts. More optional arguments selecting which model should be applied, the amount of smoothing, and whether rlap scores should be calculated can also be specified. The details of these optional arguments are outlined in the documentation. However, it should be noted that with just those two lines of code, several hundreds of spectra can be classified automatically and within just a few seconds or minutes, with the best matches being saved to a human-readable text file. The final line enables the first spectral file in the input list to be plotted and analysed on the graphical interface.
A.4. Usage with Open Supernova Catalogs
DASH also interfaces with the online Open Supernova Catalog 9 (Guillochon et al. 2017) . Changing the filename input in either interface with something in the format osc-name-age (e.g. osc-sn2002er-10) will download the spectrum from the OSC, and classify it.
A.5. Development and Contribution
The DASH source code currently consists of several thousand lines of code across more than 30 Python files which are open-source and publicly hosted on a git repository on GitHub at https://github.com/daniel-muthukrishna/DASH.
GitHub provides issue tracking to keep track of open issues and feature requests. Users are encouraged to report bugs or issues, and to request new useful features with this issue tracker. Moreover, this project has been developed in an object oriented fashion, so that different code implementations can be relatively easily changed. One such example is the ability to easily change the deep learning architecture by just replacing one Python file. To this end, as more advanced neural network architectures become available, the learning algorithm can be improved or replaced.
Furthermore, as more supernova spectra are observed by large scale surveys, the training set should be updated. In fact, the more spectral templates that we can train the CNN with, the better the classification algorithm will become. To this end, if any users of the software would like to increase the size of the training set, they should contact us so that better models can be trained. Alternatively, simply updating the spectral templates in the training set directory on GitHub and carefully running the 'create and save data files.py' file will begin to train a new model. It should be noted, that this training process may take a significant amount of computation time: anywhere from a few hours to several days.
Finally, at the time of writing, the project has just the lead author as the sole active developer of the software. However, if users of the software would like to implement their own features which may be useful to others, we encourage them to contact us so that we can add them to the GitHub collaborators. 
B. OZDES ATEL CLASSIFICATION COMPARISON
